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Abstract  

A 2-dimensional penetrating burr control outline was created by Jinsoo Kim which measures 

the impacts of feed rate and speed on burr size; be that as it may, each diagram is valuable for 

a particular kind of material, and numerous materials still can't seem to be considered. What 

is required is a comprehension of how material properties and their reliance on temperature 

impact burr development, to dodge the need of making a burr control outline for each kind of 

material. The objective is to utilize past investigations of material properties and burr 

arrangement to build up a third pivot on the burr control graph. In a perfect world, one could 

make a dimensionless number that is a component of the material properties that most impact 

burr development. 
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Introduction 

Burr control graphs are very helpful for modern applications in light of the fact that a 

fashioner can take a gander at the control diagram and see the sort (for example size and 

shape) of burr development that is normal under explicit cutting conditions. The drawback of 

these burr control graphs is that they have been made for explicit material sorts, and these 

diagrams don't have any significant bearing for materials with immensely various 

properties[1].  

As opposed to make another, tentatively based, control outline for every material kind 

utilized in industry, the goal is to make a third hub on the penetrating burr control diagram, 

which will incorporate the impact of material properties. A boring burr control graph was 

created by Jinsoo Kim for low amalgam steel AISI 4118 and treated steel AISI 304L[2].  

The control diagrams were built up from test information on burr statures, where the material 

and drill geometry (135o split point wind drill, HSS, 32.5o helix edge) were fixed; the 

controllable parameters of penetrating are feed and speed. A dimensionless feed parameter, 

equivalent to the feed (mm/rev) partitioned by apparatus measurement (mm), is utilized along 
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the even pivot of the outline. Along the vertical pivot the feed parameter (S) is spoken to

These parameters are given by equations 1 and 2

Figure 

Three burr types were watched while making the penetrating burr control graph: Type I, Type 

II, and Type III. These burr types are depicted in 

information, utilizing the strategy for least squares, to figure out where the move happens 

starting with one burr type then onto the next

graphs are appeared in Figure 2. 

Adding Material Properties 

There are numerous parameters 
incorporate feed, speed, drill geometry, and workpiece material properties (strain solidifying, 
pliability, elasticity, warm extension, and so on). The impact of material properties on burr 
development has been referenced by numerous past papers on burr arrangement, however 
Link was the first to evaluate this impact

Link proposed the burr propensity condition (G, Equation 3), which gives a worth identified 
with the material's elasticity (σt), yield quality (σy), percent extension at break (Z), and 
percent decrease of zone (A) (Kim,2001). This recipe is basically an es
K is a steady used to make a dimensionless number. In the event that Link's burr propensity 
condition is connected to the two materials read for the Drilling Burr Control Charts, a 
pattern can be seen. This is appeared in 
the low compound steel has an estimation of G = 279K
inclination to shape enormous burrs moves towards lower feed and speed rates

long the vertical pivot the feed parameter (S) is spoken to

These parameters are given by equations 1 and 2 illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Formula for Fn and S 

Three burr types were watched while making the penetrating burr control graph: Type I, Type 

II, and Type III. These burr types are depicted in Figure 2. A line was fit 

information, utilizing the strategy for least squares, to figure out where the move happens 

starting with one burr type then onto the next[4]. The subsequent penetrating burr control 

 

Figure 2. Types of Burr. 

There are numerous parameters that impact burr development during penetrating. These 
incorporate feed, speed, drill geometry, and workpiece material properties (strain solidifying, 
pliability, elasticity, warm extension, and so on). The impact of material properties on burr 

has been referenced by numerous past papers on burr arrangement, however 
Link was the first to evaluate this impact[5].  

Link proposed the burr propensity condition (G, Equation 3), which gives a worth identified 
with the material's elasticity (σt), yield quality (σy), percent extension at break (Z), and 
percent decrease of zone (A) (Kim,2001). This recipe is basically an estimation of flexibility. 
K is a steady used to make a dimensionless number. In the event that Link's burr propensity 
condition is connected to the two materials read for the Drilling Burr Control Charts, a 
pattern can be seen. This is appeared in Figure 3, where the hardened steel is G = 146K
the low compound steel has an estimation of G = 279K-1. Plainly, as the G worth builds, the 

urrs moves towards lower feed and speed rates[6]

long the vertical pivot the feed parameter (S) is spoken to[3]. 

Three burr types were watched while making the penetrating burr control graph: Type I, Type 

. A line was fit through the 

information, utilizing the strategy for least squares, to figure out where the move happens 

t penetrating burr control 

 

that impact burr development during penetrating. These 
incorporate feed, speed, drill geometry, and workpiece material properties (strain solidifying, 
pliability, elasticity, warm extension, and so on). The impact of material properties on burr 

has been referenced by numerous past papers on burr arrangement, however 

Link proposed the burr propensity condition (G, Equation 3), which gives a worth identified 
with the material's elasticity (σt), yield quality (σy), percent extension at break (Z), and 

timation of flexibility. 
K is a steady used to make a dimensionless number. In the event that Link's burr propensity 
condition is connected to the two materials read for the Drilling Burr Control Charts, a 

, where the hardened steel is G = 146K-1, and 
1. Plainly, as the G worth builds, the 

[6]. 
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Figure 3. EFFECT OF BURR TENDENCY [G]

Figure 4. (a)  MATERIAL PROPERTY VARIATION WITH 
BURR HEIGHT VARIATION WITH INCREASING TEMPERTAURE.

Conclusion & future work 

By examining the connection between material properties and temperature for an assortment 
of materials, and contrasting this and the material's G
make a third pivot to the penetrating burr control diagram.

Investigate all important material properties (strain solidifying, warm extension, warm 
conductivity, flexibility) and set up a testing standard to decide their impac
arrangement. Decide a dimensionless number that is an element of material properties to 
finish the third hub of the boring burr control diagram. Complete trial testing to check the 
estimated 3-D boring burr control graph.
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